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In your RSP, even a little is a lot


Saving for retirement may not be a priority when it’s decades away however, one key to achieving your retirement goals is starting young.

“Saving money isn’t about giving up what you enjoy,” says Lee Anne Davies, head, Retirement Strategies, RBC. “It’s about planning wisely, so you can afford the lifestyle you want in the future.”

Consider twins Catherine and Peter. At age 25, Catherine has a steady job and begins contributing to an RRSP. Her contributions are modest, only $1,800 per year. But over the next 10 years, assuming an annual rate of return of 6%, she builds up a nest egg worth more than $25,000. Now 35, Catherine is a homeowner, and she plans to concentrate on paying down her mortgage and raising her family.  She feels secure knowing that even if she doesn’t make any more contributions to her RRSP, it should grow to almost $153,000 by the time she turns 65.

Catherine’s twin brother, Peter, takes a different approach. He, too, has a steady job at age 25, but he would rather spend his money than save it for retirement. By the time he turns 37, however, he begins making the $1,800 annual contribution that Catherine had been making. He will have to keep up those contributions for 29 years — as opposed to Catherine’s 10 years — in order to have a nest egg of just under $140,500 by the time he turns 65.

“The important thing is to start as early as possible,” says Ms. Davies. ”One of the most effective ways to save is to have an automatic savings plan. Many people find that they don’t even miss the money, because they never see it.”
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